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SB07  Interactive  Table

1:20 at  A3

1. All  dimensions in mm.
2. This  drawing to be read in conjunction with all  relevant contract documents.
3. This  drawing to be read in conjunction with all  Engineer's and Main  contractor/  Sub-Contractor  drawings and documentation.
4. Do  not scale from this drawing.
5. Report  any  errors, contradictions,  and omissions to the designer as soon as possible.
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03 SB07  Section  Detail  (1:10 at  A3)
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01 SB07  Table  Plan

46" monitor to be supplied by 
Museum

Table and angled monitor housing to 
be clad in 18mm FR  Class C  beech 
veneered MDF . Veneer to be �nished 
in dark stain wih 'distressed �nish'. 
Table worktop to have DTM  print.  
Contractor to provide samples of  
stained �nish prior to fabrication

Additional plywood support and 
�xing for monitor

300x300mm hinged access hatch for 
access to each monitor. Hatch to be 
secured with cam lock

Table

Table  leg footprint to be checked on site to 
maintain access to the �oor box but ensure
visitors cannot access

 to be undercut for wheelchair 
acess. Backboard to be removable (on 
Keku  clips or equal) to allow access 
for electrical supply to monitors

Hardware

NOTE : TABLE DIMENSIONS TO BE AMENDED TO 3600x1500 mm. 

 to be stored within angled 
monitor housing

New showcase set into table, formed in 
10mm mitred clear perspex hood (80mm 
height); top surface to be �ush with tabletop. 
Painted MDF  baseboard insert within 
showcase. Hood to be secured to table via 
security screws within table structure, 
accessed via hinged panel to underside of  
table

Direct to media print graphics by others
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